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Abstract: Differential base station sometimes is not capable of sending correction
information for minutes, due to radio interference or loss of signals. To overcome the
degradation caused by the loss of Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) PseudoRange Correction (PRC), predictions of PRC is possible. In this paper, the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) will be incorporated for predicting DGPS
PRC information. This study uses GAs to select parameters of SVMs. Online training for
real-time prediction of the PRC enhances the continuity of service on the differential
correction signals and therefore improves the positioning accuracy in Real Time DGPS.
Given a set of data received from low cost GPS module, the GASVM can predict the PRC
precisely when the PRC signal is lost for a short period of time. This method which is
introduced for the first time to predict of PRC is compared to other recently published
methods. The time step of the prediction was six second. The experiments show that the
total RMS prediction error of GASVM is less than 0.186m for one step and 0.76m for 10
step ahead cases.
Keywords: Genetic Algorithm, Pseudo-Range Correction, RTDGPS, Support Vector
Machine.
1 Introduction
The Global Positioning System (GPS) allows properly
equipped users to determine their position based on the
measured pseudo-ranges to at least four satellites [1]. It
provides two levels of broadcast service to the GPS
user, the standard positioning service (SPS) and the
precise positioning service (PPS). SPS is a positioning
and timing service available world-wide to all GPS
users. GPS signal contains the coarse acquisition code
(C/A) and a navigation data message [2]. The GPS
measurements are usually corrupted by several errors.
These errors can be categorized into two basic types:
bias errors (ionosphere and random errors (receiver
noise and multipath) [3]. In order to recover the
accuracy of GPS, differential techniques must be
applied. In GPS, a typical technique for estimating the
position of a moving rover object is DGPS, where two
receivers are used, the base receiver is stationary and its
exact position is known, while the other receiver is
“roving” and its position needs to be estimated. Since
the position of base station is accurately known, the
position of the rover receiver may be computed using
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the corrections to the Pseudo-Range Measurements
(PRM) [4]. Differential correction can be applied in
real-time directly in the field or during post processing
data in the office [5]. DGPS technology can achieve
higher accuracy because of the high correlation between
observations made to the same satellites at the same
time by different receivers. DGPS potentially has a
problem of slow updates. It sometimes cannot send
correction information every minute at a time, due to
radio interference or loss of signals. Absence of DGPS
correction means that the accurate position of the unit
cannot be identified [6]. To overcome such degradation
caused by the loss of DGPS PRC, predictions of
pseudo-range corrections is needed [5]. DGPS
corrections prediction has an important role in accurate
and real time positioning of GPS. When the status of
differential signal is normal, the network remains in the
training phase; once the signal fails, the network starts
to provide predicted PRC data [3]. Since DGPS
correction is a function of time, it can be modeled and
predicted using a SVM. Recently, SVM has been
developed for solving pattern recognition and nonlinear
regression estimation problems [7]. The SVM model is
able to increase forecasting accuracy by selecting
suitable parameters. Therefore, constructing an adapted
procedure to select suitable parameters is an essential
task [8]. In this study, a SVM model with GAs is
proposed to examine the feasibility of predicting system
reliability. The genetic algorithms are used to determine
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p
off the propossed model. The
T
the three parameters
successful im
mplementationn of the SV
VM methodology
requires the specificatiion of sevveral techniqques
parameters. This
T
is usuallly accomplishhed through trrialand-error proocedures [9]. In the propossed methodology
GAs are useed to select optimal
o
param
meters which are
required for the developm
ment of SVM models.
m
The data
d
collected froom the time doomain simulaation is then used
u
as input to thhe SVM in whhich support vector
v
regresssion
is used as a predictor
p
to deetermine DGP
PS correction.. To
reduce traininng time and im
mprove accurracy of the SV
VM,
the Kernel function typee and Kerneel parameter are
considered [8]. In recent years,
y
variouss artificial neuural
networks meethods have been
b
proposedd to predict PR
RC.
A techniquee of predictiing the DGP
PS pseudo-raange
corrections based on Diagonal Reecurrent Neuural
Networks (D
DRNN) modelling was preseented by Sangg et
al (1997) [100]. In 2004, the
t Auto-Reggressive MoviingAverage (AR
RMA) neural network
n
was applied
a
to predict
the PRC (Jw
wo et al 2004) [3]. More reccently, Mohassseb
et al (2007) tested different neural neetwork structuures
with variouss training alggorithms [11]. Although thheir
research proovided usefuul results, thhe difficulty of
predicting PR
RC online haas not yet beeen overcome. To
verify the effectiveness of the prooposed GASV
VM
method, its performance
p
is compared with ARMA
ANN
[3]. The restt of this papeer is organizeed as follows. In
Section 2 thhe preliminarry backgrounnd on RTDG
GPS
structure is briefly
b
review
wed. In Sectionn 3, the GASV
VM
techniques are discussed. Topology forr PRC predicttion
is describedd in Section 4. Experimeental results are
evaluated inn Section 5. The conclussion is givenn in
Section 6.
S Structure
2 RTDGPS
RTDGPS
S is, by definnition, a relaative positionning
methodologyy supported byy the continuoous GPS satelllites
in view. RTD
DGPS correcttion data distrribution has been
b
providing GP
PS users a meeans to accom
mplish their taasks
with high acccuracy positiioning in real-time. As shoown
in Fig. 1, it contains two GPS receiveers. For real-time
users of DGPS,
D
the resources reequired are the
establishmennt of a referennce station annd a radio linkk to
transmit dataa to the userss. The standaard format of the
broadcasted data developped by the Radio
R
Technnical
Commission for Marine Services (RT
TCM) is in wide
w
use and RT
TCM has deffined data messages
m
and an
interface bettween the dataa link receiveer and the DG
GPS
receiver [12]]. In general, the data streeam is mainlyy of
message typpe 1 or 9, whhich consists of a correcttion
message succh as PRC. In
I navigation application, the
PRC is needded in real-tim
me and it can be
b transmittedd to
the users via a communicaation link. As can be shownn in
Table 1, acccording to thhe coding infformation, evvery
frame of RT
TCM telegraphs is made up
u of N+2 woords
(the first two words and the followinng N informattion
words). The type of the telegraphs is deefined by the first
f
word, whilee the format of the remaaining N woords
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deccides the information’s typpe. Every worrd includes 300
bits; the last bytte of the wordd is a verificaation code. Inn
this standard, there are 63 kinnds of informaation, pseudo-ran
nge measurem
ment adoptingg type 1 and
d 3. Type 1
con
ntains modified informatioon of DGPS, while type 3
inccludes the cooordinates of reference station [13]. In thiss
stu
udy, the mostt important faactor (PRC) to
t consider iss
meessage No. 1.
ns
2.1 Pseudo-Rangge Correction
The basic principle
p
of DGPS is to
o utilize thee
kno
owledge that systematic eerrors such as
a due to thee
sattellite clock, ephemeris
e
andd atmosphericc propagationn
largely affect booth the base receiver and ro
over receiver..
Beecause the possition of the bbase receiver is accuratelyy
kno
own, the com
mbined error of each sattellite can bee
esttimated. If thee rover receivves the estimaated error, thee
corrrelated error can be subtrracted and thee accuracy off
thee position esstimation willl be improv
ved. For anyy
sattellite, the meeasured GPS pseudo-rangees at the basee
staation and roverr station can bbe expressed as:
a
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wh
here rB and rR are the geoometric rangee between thee
(un
nknown) userr position aand the (kno
own) satellitee
possition for rovver and base station, respeectively. δt iss
thee receiver clocck bias and δtt is the bias in
i the satellitee
clo
ock, both meaasured relativee to GPS Time. I B and I R
refflect the delayys associated w
with the transm
mission of thee
sig
gnal through the ionosphhere and the troposphere,,
resspectively. ε is used to deenote UN modeled effects,,
mo
odeling errorss and measurrement error. Because thee
possition of the base
b
station is already kno
own, the errorr
in ρB ,which is referred heree as the PRC
C at the basee
staation, is compuuted as:
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The differenntially-correcteed pseudo-ran
nge measure-meent of the roveer GPS is:
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The satellite clock bias off the base receiver is similarr
to that
t of the rovver receiver [44]. The user iss generally farr

Fig
g. 1 Real time DGPS
D
topology.
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Table 1 RTCM
M Type 1 Diffeerential GPS Coorrection.
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from the reference
r
station; so, it should corrrect
measurementt based on a previous
p
or “oold” message. To
reduce the problem
p
caussed by this tiime latency, the
reference staations have generated
g
andd have sent the
corrections with
w
Range Rate
R
Correctiion (RRC) [14].
This has compensated thhe PRC at thhe previous time
t , lineally as shown in Eq.
t , for thee time t
(5) and Fig. 2.
2
PRC t

1
4

(5)

where ∆t t
t .
Howeverr, the receiver cannot estimate RRC
R
correctly beecause of thhe measurem
ment noise and
atmospheric bias. To appproximate thee exact valuee of
PRC in the tiime delay or loss
l
of RTCM
M signal GASV
VM
algorithms are
a used to prredict PRC. Given
G
the ratee of
message Noo. 1, RTCM signal is verry important and
sends it as soon as posssible. Thus, PRC predicttion
increases thee accuracy of the
t RTDGPS.
3 Hybrid GASVM
G
Mod
del
Recently,, SVMs havee been develooped for solvving
pattern recoggnition and noonlinear regreession estimattion
problems. The
T
SVM model
m
is abble to increease
forecasting accuracy
a
by selecting suiitable parameeter.
Therefore, constructing ann adapted proocedure to seelect
suitable paraameters is ann essential taask [15]. In this
study, a SVM
M model withh GAs is propposed to exam
mine
the feasibilityy of predicting system reliaability. To dessign
a SVM, onee must choosse a kernel function,
f
set the
kernel param
meters and dettermine a softt margin consttant
C. The param
meters that shhould be optim
mized include the
penalty param
meter C and the
t kernel funnction parameeters
[16]. Combinning GA with SVM, this hyybrid approachh to
optimize the parameters, to improve thee strength of each
e
individual teechnique and compensate for each other’s
weaknesses. Therefore, this
t
research applies GA
A to
M model.
optimize C, , σ parameterrs in the SVM

2
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3.1 SV
VM
SVMs have been used ffor a variety of purposes..
Th
hey can be useed in two wayys: for classificcation and forr
reg
gression. Suppport Vector R
Regression (SV
VR) has beenn
pro
oven especiallly useful in prrediction of tim
me-series.
SVM was orriginally introoduced by Vaapnik and co-wo
orkers for claassification tasks and was subsequentlyy
exttended to regrression probleems [16]. Thee idea behindd
SV
VMs is the foollowing: inpuut points are mapped to a
hig
gh dimensionnal feature sppace, where a separatingg
hyp
per-plane cann be found. T
The algorithm
m is chosen inn
succh a way as too maximize thhe distance fro
om the closestt
pattterns, a quanntity which is called the margin.
m
SVMss
aree learning systtems designedd to automaticcally trade-offf
acccuracy and complexity by m
minimizing an
n upper boundd
on the generaliization error provided by the Vapnik-Ch
hervonenkis (V
VC) theory. T
The aim of su
upport vectorr
claassification is to device a computation
nally efficientt
waay of learning how to separrate hyper plaanes well in a
hig
gh dimensionnal feature sppace [17]. SV
VMs are lesss
pro
one to overr fitting beecause the classifier iss
chaaracterized byy the numberr of support vectors
v
ratherr
thaan the dimennsionality of the data. Th
he number off
sup
pport vectors found can be used to comp
pute an upperr
bou
und on the exxpected error rate of the SV
VM classifier..
Go
ood generalizaation can be achieved by having SVM
M
witth small numbber of supportt vectors irresp
pective of thee
dim
mension of thee dataset [16-118].
3.1.1 S
SVR
The basic prrinciple of SV
VR is to map
p data in thee
inp
put space to a high dimensioonal feature sp
pace by usingg
a nonlinear
n
mappping. Then, a linear mapping is made inn
thee high dimenssional space. A set of datta x , y , i
1, 2,
2 … , m wheree x R andd y
R , aree supposed too
be the corresponnding output. SVM regresssion theory iss
to find a nonlineear map from input space to
o output spacee
and
d map the datta to a higher dimensional feature spacee
thrrough the mapp, then the folllowing estimaate function iss
useed to make linnear regressionn [19]:
w. φ x

f x

b

(6)

wh
here φ x dennotes the high--dimensional feature space,,
w denotes
d
the weight
w
vector aand b denotes the bias term..
Th
he problem of the funnction appro
oximation iss
equ
uivalent with minimizing thhe following problem
p
[20]:
R
Fig. 2 Compennsation PRC for time latency.
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R
f is objective function and l is the number of
the sample, L y , f x , w
is called loss function.
Where l denotes the sample size,
is regularization
constant, L is the ε -insensitive loss function which is
given by:
0 for |f x
y|
(8)
L y ,f x ,w
|f x
y|
The target function Eq. (8) can be minimized by
solving quadratic programming problem, which is
uniquely solvable. Empirical risk function is:
R

∑

f

|y

f x |

(9)

It can be normalized as follows:
φ w, ξ

|w|

C∑ ξ

ξ

(10)

w, φ x
b ε ξ
y
b y
ε ξ
subject to w, φ x
0
ξ , ξ
where, C is a pre-specified value and ξ , ξ are slack
variables representing upper and lower constraints on
the outputs of the system. The first part of this cost
function is a weight decay which is used to regulate
weight size and penalizes large weights. Due to this
regulation, the weight converges to smaller values.
Large weights deteriorate the generalization ability of
SVM because, usually, they can cause excessive
variance [21]. The second part is a penalty function
which penalizes errors larger than / ε using a so
called ε-insensitive loss function L for each of the
training points. The positive constant C determines the
amount, up to which deviations from ε are tolerated.
Errors larger than +/-ε are denoted with the so-called
slack variables representing values above ε (ξ ) and
below ε (ξ ), respectively. The third part of the equation
represents constraints that are set to the values of errors
between regression prediction f(x) and true values y .
This constrained optimization problem is solved using
the following Lagrangian form:
max W α, α
α

φ x ,φ x

max
∑

∑

∑

α

α

α
ε

α y

ε

α y

1, … , l ∑

α

α

(11)

with constraints,
0

α ,α

c i

0

(12)

where α and α are the so-called Lagrangian
multipliers, represent solutions to the above quadratic
problem that acts as forces pushing predictions towards
target value y . Only the non-zero values of the
Lagrange multipliers in Eq. (12) are useful in
forecasting the regression line and are known as support
vectors. For all points inside the e-tube, the Lagrange
multipliers equal to zero do not contribute to the
regression function. Only if the requirement |y-f(x) |≥ε
is fulfilled, Lagrange multipliers may be non-zero
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values and can be used as support vectors. By the
Lagrange multipliers α and α calculated,
∑
(13)
α α K x ,x
Now, we have solved the value of w in terms of the
Lagrange multipliers. The variable b can be computed
by applying Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
[20] which, in this case, implies that the product of the
Lagrange multipliers and constrains has to equal zero:
α w. φ x
b y ε ξ
0
(14)
bε ξ
0
α y w. φ x
w

and
C
C

α ξ
α ξ

0

(15)

0

Since α , α and ξ
0 for α
computed as follows:
b y wφ x
ε, for α
0, C
b y wφ x
ε, for α
0, C
Hence, the regression function is:
∑

f x

V

α

α K x ,x

b

0, C , b can be
(16)

(17)

In Eq. (17) the Kernel function,
K x ,x

φ x , φx

(18)

can be shown that in any symmetric Kernel function, k
satisfying Mercer’s condition corresponds to a dot
product in some feature space [22]. Several Kernel
functions are named as Gaussian radial basis function
(RBF) Kernel, linear Kernel and multilayer perceptron
Kernel [21]. The commonly Kernel function used is the
Gaussian RBF Kernel which is written as [22]:
k x, y
e
(19)
Note that σ is a parameter associated with RBF
function which has to be tuned. For prediction cases,
any data can be regarded as an input-output system with
nonlinear mechanism. For the nonlinear SVR, its
generalization performance depends on a good setting
of hyper-parameters C, ε and the RBF kernel parameter
σ. Parameter C determines penalties to estimation
errors. A large C assigns higher penalties to errors so
that the regression is trained to minimize error with
lower generalization, while a small C assigns fewer
penalties to errors; this allows the minimization of
margin with errors, hence higher generalization ability.
Parameter ε controls the width of the ε-insensitive zone,
used to fit the training data. The value of ε can affect the
number of support vectors used to construct the
regression function [22]. Here, C, σ and ε are userdetermined parameters, which may affect SVR
generalization performance; the selection of the
parameters plays an important role in the performance
of SVM. Therefore, these parameters need to be
properly optimized to minimize the generalization error
[18, 23].
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3.2 Genetic Algorithm
The GA is an artificial intelligence procedure based
on the theory of natural selection and evolution. GA
uses the idea of survival of the fittest by progressively
accepting better solutions to the problems. The key
feature of GA is the manipulation of a population whose
individuals
are
characterized
by
possessing
chromosome [24]. Therefore, GAs is distinct from many
conventional search algorithms in the following ways
[25]:
1. GAs considers not a single point but many points
in the search space which simultaneously reduce the
chance of converging to local optima.
2. GAs work directly with strings of characters
representing the parameter set, not the parameters
themselves.
3. GAs use probabilistic rules, not deterministic
rules, to guide their search.
Two important issues in GA are the genetic coding
used to define the problem and the evaluation function,
called the fitness function. Each individual solution in
GA is represented by a string called the chromosome
[26]. The initial solution population could be generated
randomly, which evolves into the next generation by
genetic operators such as selection, crossover and
mutation that means GAs perform the search process in
four stages: initialization, selection, crossover and
mutation. Fig. 3 shows the basic steps of GAs. The
solutions coded by strings are evaluated by the fitness
function. The selection operator allows strings with
higher fitness to appear with higher probability in the
next generation. Crossover is performed between two
selected individuals, called parents, by exchanging parts
of their strings, starting from a randomly chosen
crossover point. This operator tends to enable the
evolutionary process to move toward promising regions
of the search space. Mutation is used to search for
further problem space and to avoid local convergence of
GA though the GA is less time-consuming and can
obtain the optimal solution well [23, 24].
3.3 GASVR
Inspired by the natural evolution process, Holland
proposed the GAs, which are organized random search
techniques and which imitate the biological evolution
process. The algorithms are based on the principle of the
survival of the fittest which tries to retain genetic
information from generation to generation. The main
advantage of GAs is their capabilities to find optimal or
near optimal solutions with relatively modest
computational requirements [27]. In this article, GAs
are used to search for better combinations of three
parameters in SVMs, so each forecasting iteration yields
a smaller Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE)
value. Fig. 4 shows the framework of the proposed
GASVM model. The genetic algorithms for selecting
the parameters of SVMs are presented as follows:

Step 1. (Initialization): Establish randomly an initial
population of chromosomes.
Step 2. (Evaluating fitness): Evaluate the fitness of
each chromosome. In this step, a negative NMSE is
used as the fitness function as follows.
Fitness function

N

∑N

d

y

(20)

∑N d d and N is the total number
where σ
N
of data in the test set; d denotes the mean of the actual
value; d is the actual value; and y is the predicted
value.
Step 3. (Selection): Select a mating pair, #1 parent
and #2 parents, for reproduction.
Step 4. (Crossover and mutation): Create a new
offspring by performing crossover and mutation
operations.
Step 5. (Next generation): Generate a population for
the next generation.
Step 6. (Stop conditions): If the number of
generations equals a threshold, then the best
chromosomes are presented as a solution; otherwise go
back to Step 2 [26].
GAs is used to determine the values of the three
parameters (σ, C and ε) in the SVM model (Fig. 4). The
intervals of three parameters are [0, 250], [0, 1000] and
[0, 0.1] respectively. The population size is set to 50.
More bits in a gene correspond to finer partition of the
search space. Parent selection is a procedure in which
two chromosomes from the parent population are
chosen according to fitness functions. Chromosomes
with a higher fitness value are more likely to generate
offspring in the next generation. The roulette wheel
selection principle is used to select chromosomes for
reproduction.

Fig. 3 Basic steps of GA.

Fig. 4 The architecture of a GASVM model.
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In crossovers, chromosomes are paired randomly.
The single-point-crossover principle is employed here
in. Segments of paired chromosomes between two
determined break-points are swapped. Mutations are
performed randomly by converting a 1" bit into a 0" bit
or vice versa. The rates of crossover and mutation are
determined by probabilities. Mating rate has a
probability of 0.7, mutation rate is 0.01 and the number
of generations is considered to be 40.
4 PRC Predictions Topology
Fig. 5 shows the topology provided for PRC
prediction; it consists of two major parts.
(A) Hardware (Fig. 6): It consists of a low-cost
GPS receiver and a module to convert TTL to RS232.
(1) (MOTOROLA (M12)) (Fig. 6): The technically
significant features of the GPS receiver used in data
collection process include a 12-channel GPS receiver
capable of: keeping track of up to 9 satellites, position
measuring with maximum accuracy in SPS mode (25m),
selecting satellites and making satellite's view angle
narrow, updating information in each second. M12
receiver is supporting invers DGPS and RTCM input at
9600 baud rate (Base station and Rover) [28].
(2) (TTL to RS232): The PC serial port protocol is
RS232; therefore we designed and applied a ‘‘TTL-toRS232’’ converter between USART and personal
computer (PC).
(B) Software (MATLAB): it contains comment
unit, store data unit, prediction unit and result unit.
(1) Comment unit: In order to generate the most
accurate corrections, the M12 being used as a Base
Station must be put in position-hold mode. Once the
@@BH command is invoked, the base station will start
issuing @@Ce correction messages at the requested
rate.
(2) Store unit data: After receiving the pseudo-range
correction input (@@Ce); now parse the 6 sat data slots
in this message and store PRC data by using software
MATLAB. Table 2 shows @@Ce message format.
(3) Prediction unit: The architecture of the
GASVM for predicting the PRC is shown in Fig. 7. For
the prediction of the DGPS corrections at time t+1
(denoted as prc (t+1)), a series of the DGPS corrections
prc (k), prc (k-1), …, prc (k-n), will be used, where n is
the number of data point used as the input to the
network. The GASVM predictor receives a set of past
PRC values and infers the one at next epoch. The time
intervals between epochs are six seconds, thus time step
of the prediction was 6 second.

was 1sec and six GPS satellites were used in the
experiment. Fig. 8 shows the original DGPS corrections
of 6 satellites.
Table 2 Pseudo-range Correction Data Input.
@@Cettt ippprrd ippprrd ippprrd ippprrd ippprrd
ippprrdC<CR><LF>
Title
Explanation
No. Byte
GPS time reference
3
Ttt
Satellite id
1
I
Pseudo-range correction input
3
Ppp
Range Rate PRC
2
Rr
Issue of data ephemeris
1
D
Checksum
1
C

Fig. 5 Topology for PRC Prediction.

Fig. 6 Hardware structure.

Fig. 7 Architecture for predicting the PRC.
30

PRN 10
PRN 4
PRN 22
PRN 5
PRN 14
PRN 25

5 Experimental Results
The experiments on the GASVM were performed
using real data for PRC predictions. An experiment was
conducted to evaluate the system performance.
Simulation was performed on an 2.5 GHz CORETM i5
CPU. The computer code was constructed by MATLAB
10.1 version software. The measurement update rate
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Fig. 8 DGPS PRC of PRN’s 4, 22, 25, 14, 10 and 5.
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Fig. 9 PRC (PRN 10) prediction by GASVM (one step).
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Fig. 10 PRC (PRN 22) prediction (one step).
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Fig. 11 6s ahead PRC prediction error for PRN 10.
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Fig. 12 6s ahead PRC prediction error for PRN 22.
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Fig. 15 One step ahead PRC prediction error of 6 satellites.
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Fig. 14 60s ahead PRC prediction error for PRN 12.
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The GASVM was trained to predict the DGPS
corrections six second ahead of the current epoch. Fig. 9
shows the one-step prediction PRC (PRN10). As shown
in Fig. 9, the GASVMs, have been successful in
approximated real value. Fig. 10 shows PRC prediction
for PRN22. Figs. 11 (PRN 10) and 12 (PRN 22) shows
the 6sec ahead PRC prediction error, respectively. It is
found from Figs. 11 and 12, that GASVMs have great
approximation ability and suitability in DGPS
corrections prediction. Figs. 13 (Time step 5) and 14
(Time step 10) shows the predicted PRC value of the
GASVM for PRN 12. This time limitation is equal to
30sec and 60sec because the step time is 6 sec.

30 s
60 s

Parameters
PRN 10
PRN 22
PRN 7
PRN7

MAX
0.33
0.21
0.6
2

MIN
0
0
0.056
0.1

Ave
0.12
0.11
0.23
0.36

VAR
0.22
0.21
0.53
0.761

RMS
0.186
0.183
0.587
0.867

From above figures, it can be seen that the accuracy
of the PRC prediction has dramatically improved with
the proposed approach. In prediction unit, PRC for six
satellites simultaneously and real-time was predicted.
Fig. 15 shows the DGPS PRC prediction error for PRN
10, 4, 22, 14, 5, 25. Table 3 shows prediction errors
statistical significance characteristics for 1000 test data
using GASVM. It is found that the maximum prediction
error is less than 0.3 m; also total RMS prediction errors
for algorithm is 0.186m for one step ahead. A
comparison of the accuracy prediction results between
the ARMANN and GASVM was carried out. The NN
was trained using the BP algorithm and it took 3
minutes to train the ARMANN before it was ready to
provide DGPS corrections.
Once the NN was trained, the constructed ARMA
model was used to predict a time series with a step
length of 6S. The neural network was trained to predict
DGPS corrections 6S ahead of the current correction.
The RMSE prediction accuracy of the ARMA (9, 8)
mode was 0.2472m. However, the PSOSM method
accuracy with time step equal is about 1.8m.
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6 Conclusion
A GASVM that can effectively be employed to
predict the pseudo-range differential corrections online
has been presented. When the PRC signal was
temporarily lost, the GASVM predicted PRC correction
data with a significant accuracy improvement. In
summary, conventional algorithms have difficulties in
precisely predicting the DGPS corrections online.
It uses for improvement RTDGPS accuracy. A
comparison between the ARMANN and GASVM
shows that the GASVM requires less network training
time and in equal time step GASVM prediction RMSE
is less than ARMANN.
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